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4 microns: sweet spot for exoplanet imaging

β Pictoris planet and disk 
with VLT-NACO L-band vortex 
(Absil et al. 2013, Milli et al. 2014)



Marois et al. 2009



Other famous examples

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 779:L26 (5pp), 2013 December 20 Rameau et al.

Figure 1. Residual maps of VLT/NaCo images at L ′-band, revealing HD 95086 b at southeast (arrow). A direct comparison between the pipelines through the S/N
is not valid due the different noise distributions which are produced. The planet PSFs also appear to be of different sizes due to different cuts and different levels of
self-subtraction. Top-left: IPAG-cADI reduction from June 26; S/N ≃ 4 due to the small field rotation but good stability. Top-central: IPAG-sADI reduction from June
27; S/N ≃ 7. Speckles at northeast and northwest are strong spike-residuals but at a different separation from the central star than the planet. Top-right: PCA reduction
following Boccaletti et al. (2012) using seven coefficients over 534; S/N ≃ 6. Bottom-left Adapted-PCA from Meshkat et al. (2013b) using 16 coefficients over 185,
S/N ≃ 5. Bottom-central: A-LOCI from Currie et al. (2012) where the source is masked over a box of 10 pixels in width; S/N ≃ 13. Bottom-right: Pynpoint (Amara
& Quanz 2012) using 40 coefficients over 15,172, S/N ≃ 7.5. Note Pynpoint doubles the sampling resolution but it has been rescaled to normal for display purposes.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 2
ADI Algorithms and Associated Parameters on the Reduction of the 2013 June 27 Data

Algorithm Parameters S/N Ref.

IPAG/sADI r = 600 mas, Nδ = 1(FWHM), depth = 6 frames 7 Lagrange et al. (2010)
LESIA/PCA 7 modes out of 534 6.5 Boccaletti et al. (2012)
Leiden/PCA 15 modes out of 185 5 Meshkat et al. (2013b)
A-LOCI Nδ = 0.7(FWHM), g = 1, dr = 11, NA = 35, rcorr = 0.16 13 Currie et al. (2012)
PynPoint 40 coefficients out of 15172 7.5 Amara & Quanz (2012)

Note. The S/N cannot be used to directly compare each pipeline and reduction algorithm since the distribution
and level of the noise is different in each case.

Figure 1 displays the residual maps with the recovery of
HD 95086 b. Some speckles have a high intensity but the planet’s
signal (southeast) is the only one which systematically appears
in each pipeline and ADI-flavor. The planet’s signal may look
different because, firstly, it is being self-subtracted to different
levels, and secondly, different flux levels are adopted in each
image.

All the five independent pipelines recover the planet’s signal
at the expected position with a S/N higher than five and using
the same method for the S/N calculation on the final processed
images. The S/N variations between the pipelines are related
to the different algorithms used for the PSF subtraction and
therefore to the different level and distribution of residuals
in the final images. In all cases, the signal is unambiguously
detected and confirms the recovery of HD 95086 b in our
2013 June data. As an additional check, with the IPAG-ADI

Table 3
Relative Astrometry and Photometry of HD 95086 b and

the Background Source (Background Star)

Date Sep. P.A. ∆L′

(mas) (deg) (mag)

bkg star

2012 Jan 11 4540 ± 15 319.03 ± 0.25 6.2 ± 0.2
2013 Mar 14 4505 ± 16 319.42 ± 0.26 6.1 ± 0.2
2013 Jun 27 4480 ± 14 319.52 ± 0.25 6.0 ± 0.3

HD 95086 b

2012 Jan 11 624 ± 8 151.8 ± 0.8 9.79 ± 0.40
2013 Mar 14 626 ± 13 150.7 ± 1.3 9.71 ± 0.56
2013 Jun 27 600 ± 11 150.9 ± 1.2 9.2 ± 0.8
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HD95086 with NACO (L’) 
Rameau et al. 2013

HD106906  
Bailey et al. 2013



Another low-mass companion around disk-bearing star

Mawet et al. 2015, ApJ, in press

VLT NACO (L-band)



The best demonstration 
Macintosh et al. 2015

 
  

Fig. 2. 51 Eri b J and H band 
spectrum from GPI data after 
PSF subtraction. Strong 
methane absorption, similar to 
Jupiter, is readily apparent. Top: 
The hotter young planetary 
object 2M1207b and a high-mass 
field T6 brown dwarf from the 
SpeX library (43) are overplotted. 
Bottom: Observed J and H 
spectrum and Lp photometry 
with two model fits overlaid, a 
young low-mass partly-cloudy 
object (TB-700K) and a higher-
mass cloud-free object (SM-
750K). Note that the main source 
of error in the extracted 
spectrum is residual speckle 
artifacts, so errors in neighboring 
spectral channels are strongly 
correlated; error estimation is 
discussed in (28). 
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Reason #1: lower contrastThe Astrophysical Journal, 792:17 (13pp), 2014 September 1 Skemer et al.

Figure 1. Characteristic examples of exoplanet-to-star contrasts (i.e., flux ratios)
as a function of wavelength, showing that (1) gas-giant exoplanets can be
detected with lower contrasts in the mid-infrared (3–5 µm) than in the near-
infrared (1–2 µm), and (2) this difference increases at lower temperatures. While
the planets that have been directly imaged to date (β Pic b and HR 8799 c, d,
and e on this plot) are relatively warm (1600 K and 1000 K, respectively), it
is likely that the majority of self-luminous exoplanets are much cooler. Planets
that formed by core-accretion (approximated by the “cold-start” models; Fortney
et al. 2008) are never hotter than ∼700 K. Planets around average-aged stars
(5 Gyr) are never hotter than ∼400 K, regardless of formation history. Jupiter,
which may be a ubiquitous outcome of planet formation, is only ∼130 K.
(Models from Madhusudhan et al. 2011; Burrows et al. 2003).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

To prepare for imaging “cool” planets and to understand
the “warm” planets that have already been found, it is critical
that we expand our knowledge of exoplanet spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) into the mid-infrared. In this paper, we
present deformable secondary AO9 imaging of the HR 8799
system, using LBTI/LMIRCam, and the 2M1207 system, using
MagAO/Clio2. HR 8799 is a 20–160 Myr A5V star (Cowley
et al. 1969; Moór et al. 2006; Marois et al. 2008; Hinz et al.
2010; Zuckerman et al. 2011) with four directly imaged planets
(Marois et al. 2008, 2010) whose masses and separations
are difficult to explain with standard planet formation models
(Dodson-Robinson et al. 2009; Kratter et al. 2010). 2M1207 is
a 5–13 Myr M8 brown dwarf (Gizis 2002) with a planetary-
mass companion (Chauvin et al. 2004) that is also difficult
to explain with standard planet-formation models (Chauvin
et al. 2005). Ignoring system architectures, HR 8799 bcde
and 2M1207 b are unambiguously low-gravity, planetary-mass
objects whose atmospheres offer the first opportunities to
characterize directly imaged planets. Since all five planets have
luminosities consistent with L → T transition brown dwarfs,
their atmospheres are ideal laboratories for studying how cloud
properties are affected by a low-gravity planetary environment.

For HR 8799, we build upon previous [3.3 µm] imaging
(Skemer et al. 2012) by using six narrow-band filters in the
3–4 µm window to probe the spectral shape of the 3.3 µm
methane fundamental absorption feature. For 2M1207 b, we
present photometry in the broader [3.3 µm] filter to determine
if the object has the same extreme 3.3–3.8 µm colors first
seen in the HR 8799 planets. We present our observations,
reductions, and photometry in Section 2, a comparison with

9 These adaptive optics systems employ the minimum number of warm
optics, minimizing the thermal infrared background from the telescope
(Lloyd-Hart 2000).

field brown dwarfs in Section 3, SED modeling in Section 4,
and our conclusions in Section 5. We also include filter curves
and their tabulated properties in the Appendix.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS

2.1. HR 8799

We observed the HR 8799 planetary system in six 5%
bandwidth filters from 3.0 to 3.8 µm (see filter properties in
the Appendix) on UT 2012 November 2 using LBTI (Hinz et al.
2012) and its 1–5 µm camera LMIRCam (Skrutskie et al. 2010;
Leisenring et al. 2012). The LMIRCam detector is a Hawaii-
2RG, 5 µm-doped HgCdTe device, with 32 readouts. Currently
we use 16 readouts, each of which reads 1024 rows by 64
columns, giving us a usable region of 1024 × 1024 (11 × 11′′).
Images from both LBT telescopes were corrected by the LBT’s
two deformable secondary adaptive optics (AO) systems10

and incoherently overlapped in LBTI’s beam combiner. The
resulting images at the focal plane of LMIRCam achieved the
diffraction-limited performance of a single LBT 8.4 m aperture
and the collecting area of the full 2 × 8.4 m LBT.

Ground-based high-contrast observations are usually limited
by instrumental quasi-static speckles, which can be removed by
allowing the astronomical field to rotate at a parallactic angle,
while keeping the instrument rotation fixed (Marois et al. 2006,
angular differential imaging). In this approach, sky rotation and
wall-clock time are the observational requirements, rather than
integration time. For our observations of HR 8799, we switched
filters every ∼60 s, rotating through the set and nodding every
∼10 minutes. By doing this, we were able to achieve adequate
sky rotation and clock-time in multiple filters simultaneously.
We acquired 7 minutes of data in each filter (42 minutes total)
over a period of 2 hr (with a 1 hr gap due to a telescope
malfunction), during which the parallactic angle changed by
70◦. There were occasional scattered clouds during the night,
but the AO wavefront sensor counts and thermal sky-background
remained consistent throughout the observations. The LBT’s
differential image motion monitor (DIMM) measured a natural
seeing of 0.′′8 and the nearby Submillimeter Telescope Tau-
meter measured a precipitable water vapor of ∼5–6 mm. Our
images were taken in correlated double sampling mode (reset-
read-integrate-read) so that the first read (0.029 s) could be used
as an unsaturated image of the star, while the second read (12.1,
12.1, 6.1, 4.0, 6.1, 3.0 s for the six filters, respectively) saturated
the star and filled the wells into the photon-noise regime away
from the star.

2.1.1. Detector Non-Linearity

Throughout the fall of 2012, LMIRCam suffered from detec-
tor non-linearity, caused by an incorrectly set bias voltage, which
has since been re-tuned. We constructed fluence-to-count cali-
bration curves (linearity curves) by taking sky flats of varying
integration times. Typical detector non-linearity is characterized
by decreasing gain with well filling. LMIRCam’s non-linearity
had an S-shape where gain increased with well-filling before en-
tering a linear regime and then turning over as the array reached
saturation. Over the course of the semester, the detector linearity
did change slightly, but from night to night it was quite consis-
tent. For the data reduction in this paper, we combined linearity
from consecutive nights (UT 2012 November 2 and UT 2012

10 The LBTI wavefront sensors are functionally equivalent to the First Light
Adaptive Optics System (FLAO Esposito et al. 2010).
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Reason #2: better image quality… for free



Caveats

❖ Increased sky background:

L=16-18 5σ point source sensitivity in 1 hour at Keck

(cooling the AO bench would help)

❖ Loss in angular resolution:

=> use of small inner working angle coronagraph



Vortex coronagraph in a nutshell

no vortex/
off-axis

on-axis vortex
eilθ

l = topological charge (winding number)
  = height of the screw dislocation

Vortex  
phase mask

Lyot stop

Perfect on-axis cancellation

Mawet et al. 2005



Annular Groove Phase Mask
❖ Rotationally symmetric half-wave plate made of sub-

wavelength (aka zero-order) gratings

❖ Small IWA, 360° discovery, can be made achromatic, 
drop-in device

Mawet et al. 2005



State-of-the-art micro-technology
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Deployment at major observatories

2012 (L)
2012 (N)

2015
(L+M)

2013 (L) 2015 (L+M)

LMIRCam

NIRC2
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VISIR



Commissioning of L-band vortex 
coronagraph on Keck NIRC2



People and logistics
❖ Mainland team (Caltech remote observing): E. Serabyn, O. 

Absil, E. Huby, K. Matthews, H. Ngo, and D. Mawet.

❖ Keck AO team: B. Femenia, R. Campbell, S. Lilley, D. Chan, H. 
Tran, S. Ragland, and P. Wizinowich.

❖ Support at University of Liege: lab mask testing (A. Jolivet, C. 
Delacroix), modeling (B. Carlomagno).

❖ Commissioning dates: 2015-06-08 to 2015-06-10 (3 full nights).

❖ Conditions: excellent with average seeing ~0”.5, only 1 hour 
lost to fog.





AO performance on typical targets
❖ Excellent AO performance and 

stability (not a single AO glitch 
recorded in 3 nights!), 

=> L-band Strehl ratio 
consistently in excess of 85% (!), 
peaking at 88% (95% recorded at 
subsequent run). 

=> L-band image quality and 
stability verified to R~12.5 (M-
dwarf), not pushed to the limits 
yet.



Trade-off between efficiency and performance

❖ Acquisition time on the vortex and automatic pointing loop ~2-3 minutes.

❖ Demonstration of nominal on-sky vortex performance. 

=> ~50:1 peak starlight rejection, limited by AO residuals



QACITS: automatic centering 
& scripting of observing sequenceMore QACITS tests



Performance
❖ Demonstration of pupil-stabilized reference star differential imaging (RDI), aided 

by minimal overheads during re-acquisition on vortex

=> Enables small IWA science, using the vortex coronagraph at its maximum potential

❖ Contrast performance maintained and verified from R~2.5 up to R~12.5 (M4 at 15 pc).

Mawet et al. 2015, in preparation

Debris disk discovery





Future work

❖ Optimize pupil registration/Lyot stop alignment 

❖ Improve image quality through advanced focal-plane 
wavefront control with speckle nulling (M. Bottom).

❖ Mode ready for prime time. 

❖ From PI-based technical demo to facility:

=> Streamline all processes, open-source pipeline, 
documentation.



Speckle nulling: from Palomar to Keck 
Implementation on-going, commissioning in October 2015

M. Bottom (Caltech), E. Huby (ULg), D. Mawet

This is a gif movie



Core Science: planet formation around low-mass starsGiant planets around young M stars: deep, L-band, small angle coronagraphic survey – Keck 2015B 6 / 9

Figure 3: Scatter plot of our full sample (198 targets) showing our relatively uniform sky coverage. The
size of the dot represents the distance (smaller is closer), the age is color coded through young moving
group membership.

New unique sample of young M-dwarf (B. Bowler)

with Henry Ngo, Brendan Bowler, and many others



1st-generation survey: low-hanging fruits at large separations

Courtesy: Henry Ngo (GPS)

Giant planets around young M stars: deep, L-band, small angle coronagraphic survey – Keck 2015B 7 / 9

Figure 4: Results from our end-to-end model and sensitivity analysis. Top left: average sensitivity of
first-generation survey at near-infrared wavelength (H and K bands), adapted from Bowler et al. 2015(6).
Top right: our average sensitivity in 30 minutes (open shutter time). Bottom: our average sensitivity in 60
minutes (open shutter time).
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2nd-generation survey: pushing in!
Giant planets around young M stars: deep, L-band, small angle coronagraphic survey – Keck 2015B 7 / 9

Figure 4: Results from our end-to-end model and sensitivity analysis. Top left: average sensitivity of
first-generation survey at near-infrared wavelength (H and K bands), adapted from Bowler et al. 2015(6).
Top right: our average sensitivity in 30 minutes (open shutter time). Bottom: our average sensitivity in 60
minutes (open shutter time).
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Ground-breaking sensitivity thanks to L-band and coronagraph



Survey status


